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T1V Launches ThinkHub Cloud for Remote and Hybrid
Collaboration at InfoComm 2022
T1V announces the launch of its ThinkHub Cloud solution, expanding the ThinkHub platform to
include cloud-based collaboration that is compatible with ThinkHub Room solutions. ThinkHub
Cloud is available as a free download on t1v.com, with the option to upgrade to ThinkHub Cloud
Enterprise through pro AV integration partners.
T1V has launched ThinkHub Cloud collaboration software as a service. ThinkHub Cloud brings the
benefits of ThinkHub collaboration software to the convenience of your laptop. For remote workers and
hybrid teams, the software provides a way to connect and visually collaborate - synchronously or
asynchronously - with team members as if they were all in the same place.
ThinkHub Cloud is fully compatible with ThinkHub Rooms, meaning collaborators can transfer
collaborative Canvases from cloud to room with ease.
“ThinkHub Cloud is a total game changer for our customers,” says Adam Loritsch, T1V EVP of Sales and
Marketing. He continues, “After two years of navigating the hybrid work model, we now know this is more
than a trend - it’s a new reality we are actively shaping with and for our customers. In partnering closely
with our customer base, we’ve identified top pain points in hybrid meetings, and we’re confident ThinkHub
Cloud provides the flexibility organizations are looking for as they return to work. We look forward to
working with the pro AV community to expand our stake in the collaboration market with this new
offering.”
Like ThinkHub Room, ThinkHub Cloud features a large digital Canvas, and built in tools like Notes,
Sketches, and Web Browsers. And perhaps most importantly - the ability to share an unlimited amount of
content and mirrored device screens into the Canvas. Using the T1V app, collaborators can create and
share ThinkHub Cloud Canvases with their teams. These Canvases can be worked on in live sessions, or
asynchronously between meetings.
A unique benefit of ThinkHub and something that no one else in the collaboration space is doing, is
providing its users the ability to share, view, and collaborate simultaneously on live Google Workspace /
O365 documents and view YouTube videos in total synchronization. This capability is available in the free
version.
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T1V is exhibiting in InfoComm Booth W1770. Please stop by for a demonstration of ThinkHub Cloud
and to get your ThinkHub Cloud account setup today. Visit t1v.com/ThinkHub-Cloud to download the app
and start collaborating with ThinkHub Cloud.
To learn more about T1V’s products and solutions being exhibited at InfoComm22, visit
t1v.com/InfoComm22.
About T1V
T1V is a visual collaboration company specializing in hybrid collaboration software for enterprise and
education markets. The company’s collaboration platform includes ThinkHub® collaboration for global
workspaces and the T1V app - working cohesively to bring teams together for seamless, intuitive working
sessions.
T1V’s suite of collaboration software transforms the way people meet - making meetings a place where
teams can collaborate anytime, anywhere.
T1V ThinkHub Education™ technology is designed to support active learning across a variety of teaching
and learning styles, from traditional lecture to team-based teaching and learning. The solution also
connects satellite classrooms, campuses, and remote participants to improve access for students and
teachers.
T1V Story™ enables brands to visually tell their story in an engaging, interactive format. Story couples the
visual power of mixed media with the brand’s unique look and feel to create a totally branded,
one-of-a-kind experience.
All T1V solutions are Built for BYOD™ (bring your own device) to support the many devices, programs,
and platforms of today’s hybrid meeting and learning environments. T1V is a leading innovator in
large-scale, interactive software technology, with 15 issued patents in visual collaboration software.
To learn more, visit t1v.com.
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